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Address COLOROBBIA ITALIA SpA 
Via Pietramarina, 123 
50053 SOVIGLIANA, Vinci (Firenze)  

Country Italy

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The production and commerce of raw materials and semi-finished products for industrial and decorated glass is the second most important road
followed by Gruppo Colorobbia. For each segment in which the glass division of the Group works (lead oxides, enamels, colours and precious metals),
there are various series of products able to adapt themselves to the customers’ particular needs in order to fulfil any necessities required by each and
every industrial and decorative process.

The colours, enamels and precious metals of Gruppo Colorobbia can be applied to bottles and glass containers, architectonic glass, glass applications
in home design, glass tableware, glass tiles. Red Lead oxide for glassware Coloured glazes Colours for direct use in glass production Gold, platinum,
lustres for direct glass decoration and transfer-paper production
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